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It’s almost a cliché to talk about algorithms as “black boxes” that resist human understanding. This frame emphasizes opacity, suggesting that the inability to see inside the algorithm is the problem. If a lack of transparency is the problem, then procedural measures to enhance access to the algorithm—whether by requiring audits, by adjusting the technological parameters of a tool to make it more “explainable,” or by pushing back against proprietary claims made by private vendors—are the natural solution.

But the relentless pursuit of transparency blinks the reality that algorithmic accountability is more complicated than opening a box. Neither critics nor backers of algorithmic tools have reckoned with a related, yet
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distinct challenge that emerges when the state employs algorithmic methods: algorithmic grey holes. Algorithmic grey holes occur when layers of procedure offer a bare appearance of legality, without accounting for whether legal remedies are in fact available to affected populations. Although opacity about how an algorithm works may contribute to a grey hole, reckoning with a grey hole demands more than transparency. A myopic emphasis on transparency understates not only the consequences for an individual, but also how a lack of effective individual review and redress can have systemic consequences for rule of law itself. This class of potential costs has not been adequately recognized.

This Essay puts the challenge of algorithmic grey holes and the threat to rule of law values, particularly for criminal justice applications, front and center. It evaluates the individual and societal stakes not only for criminal justice, but also for front-line enforcement decisions and adjunction of benefits and burdens in civil settings. By forthrightly confronting these concerns, it becomes possible both to diagnose individual and societal algorithmic harms more effectively and to contemplate how technological tools might innovate in more helpful ways.
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INTRODUCTION

It’s almost a cliché to talk about algorithms as “black boxes” that resist human understanding.¹ This frame emphasizes opacity, suggesting that the inability to see inside the algorithm is the problem. Opacity-driven concerns

¹ See, e.g., Jeff Ward, Foreword, Black Box Artificial Intelligence and the Rule of Law, 84 L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. i, ii (2021) (“[A]ll kinds of AI tools—even those using simple symbolic or handcrafted algorithms that should be intuitive and accessible to human inquiry—might lack transparency and thus be characterized as black boxes.”). This foreword introduced a recent volume of the journal Law & Contemporary Problems that focused on “Black Box Artificial Intelligence and the Rule of Law.”
have many sources, ranging from alarm about the lack of accountability when inscrutable or incomprehensible algorithms are used to make consequential decisions to worries about the fairness or validity of trade secrecy claims mounted by private developers of algorithmic tools. If a lack of transparency is the problem, then access to the algorithm—whether by requiring audits, by adjusting the technological parameters of the tool to make it more “explainable,” or by pushing back against proprietary claims made by private vendors—is the natural solution.

But the relentless pursuit of transparency blinks the reality that algorithmic accountability is more complicated than opening a box. Neither critics nor backers of algorithmic tools have reckoned with a related, yet distinct challenge: *algorithmic grey holes.* Algorithmic grey holes occur when layers of procedure offer a bare appearance of legality, without accounting for whether legal remedies are in fact available to affected populations. Although opacity about how an algorithm works may contribute to a grey hole, reckoning with a grey hole demands more than transparency.

A black box framing conflates two questions. The first is whether anyone can access an algorithm, in theory. The second is whether an individual affected by an algorithm has the ability to obtain redress for how that algorithm is applied to them, in practice. A black box frame foregrounds the first issue at the expense of the second. A myopic emphasis on transparency understates not only the consequences for an individual, but also how a lack of effective individual review and redress can have systemic consequences for rule of law itself. And this class of potential rule of law costs has not

---


3 This concept builds from David Dyzenhaus’s “grey holes” in the law. See discussion infra Part I.

4 Mireille Hildebrandt has focused on how “smart technologies” may blur online and offline worlds—what she calls “onlife”—and affect rule of law. *See generally MIREILLE HILDEBRANDT, SMART TECHNOLOGIES AND THE END(S) OF LAW* (2015). Emily Berman has argued that “certain characteristics of predictive analytics inevitably bring them into tension with rule-of-law principles.” Emily Berman, *A Government of Laws, and Not of Machines,* 98 B.U. L. REV. 1277, 1282–83 (2018). Ari Ezra Waldman has also contended that automated
been adequately recognized.5

This Essay puts the challenge of algorithmic grey holes and the threat to rule of law values, particularly for criminal justice applications, front and center. It proceeds in three parts. Part I reviews the non-algorithmic literature on legal holes, with an emphasis on David Dyzenhaus’s “grey holes” and how they can undermine rule of law. Part II then analyzes the risks of algorithmic grey holes in criminal justice and evaluates the individual and societal stakes. Part III grapples with potential implications for front-line enforcement decisions and adjunction of benefits and burdens beyond the criminal justice system. By forthrightly confronting these concerns, it becomes possible both to diagnose individual and societal algorithmic harms more effectively and to contemplate how technological tools might innovate in more helpful ways.

I. BEYOND BLACK OR WHITE: CONFRONTING GREY HOLES

This Part summarizes how general theories of rule of law have addressed legal holes. As we will see in Part I, neither the potential for holes in the law nor the effects of any such holes have been squarely recognized when it comes to the state’s use of algorithmic tools such as risk assessment instruments.

What, exactly, makes a legal system a good system of law, and how
decision-making systems are “problematic for the rule of law and legal legitimacy,” underscoring the inadequacy of process-driven solutions. Ari Ezra Waldman, Power, Process, and Automated Decision-Making, 88 FORDHAM L. REV. 613, 617 (2019). Most recently, Margot Kaminski and Jennifer Urban have identified a relationship between an individual right to contest algorithmic decisions and “rule of law values.” Margot E. Kaminski & Jennifer M. Urban, The Right to Contest AI, 121 COLUM. L. REV. 1957, 1991 (2021). This Essay offers a distinct “legal hole” framing to focus on the interactions among legality, procedural protections, and rule of law, and considers the ways that algorithmic tools interact with existing legal systems in the American context.

5 For rare exceptions, see sources cited supra note 4. Even those who have thoughtfully critiqued the limits of transparency or who have stressed that transparency is an instrumental value have generally not engaged with rule of law concerns. For an incisive analysis of the limits of transparency, see, for example, Mike Ananny & Kate Crawford, Seeing Without Knowing: Limitations of the Transparency Ideal and its Application to Algorithmic Accountability, 20 NEW MEDIA & SOC’Y 973, 973 (2016). A rule of law lens underscores how there is an unrecognized cost to foregrounding transparency, even accepting that transparency can be instrumentally or intrinsically valuable. For a defense of transparency as “necessary, if not sufficient, for building and governing accountable algorithms,” see Margot E. Kaminski, Understanding Transparency in Algorithmic Accountability, in THE CAMBRIDGE HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF ALGORITHMS 121 (Woodrow Barfield ed., 2020).
should that system constrain government actors? At a minimum, a thin understanding of the role of law might call for rule by law, in the sense of compliance with duly enacted positive law. A thicker understanding might call for rule of law, in the sense of requiring the system of law-making to comport with a broader set of legal principles. This understanding of rule of law is commonly called “formal,” drawing from work such as Lon Fuller’s classic account of eight factors that establish the “inner morality” of the law.

From this thicker rule of law perspective, the constraints placed on government actors within a legal system are especially salient. The legality of the government’s actions may depend on public officials’ ability to “show a legal warrant—an authorization in preexisting law” for conduct that “affect[s] individuals’ rights and interests.” Without legality, the state does not abide by rule of law. Instead, there exists a legal black hole. Black holes in the law “arise when statutes or legal rules either explicitly exempt[] the executive from the requirements of the rule of law or explicitly exclude[] judicial review of executive action.” In such a black hole, a government

---


7 See generally LON FULLER, THE MORALITY OF LAW 41–42 (1964) (establishing eight principles with which a system of law-making must comply to establish an “inner morality of law”). There are many possible definitions of “rule of law” itself, including formal, substantive, and procedural versions. See Aziz Z. Huq, Artificial Intelligence and the Rule of Law, in THE ROUTLEDGE HANDBOOK OF THE RULE OF LAW (forthcoming 2022) (manuscript at 5–6), https://ssrn.com/abstract=3794777 [https://perma.cc/L67Q-A4TD] (providing an overview of these three understandings). This Essay emphasizes the formal understanding without foreclosing the possibility that related concerns arise for other rule of law understandings, too.

8 Hence the saying that “rule of law means the government of laws, and not of men.” See Berman, supra note 4, at 1309–10 (quoting Justice John Marshall’s use of the phrase in Marbury v. Madison and discussing historic pedigree of the concept).


10 See Berman, supra note 4, at 1310 & n.133; see also Waldron, supra note 6, at § 4.


12 Adrian Vermeule, Our Schmittian Administrative Law, 122 HARV. L. REV. 1095, 1096 (2009); see also Noa Ben-Asher, Legal Holes, 5 UNBOUND: HARV. J. LEGAL LEFT 1, 1 (2009) (quoting Vermeule) (citing David Dyzenhaus, THE CONSTITUTION OF LAW: LEGALITY IN A
actor’s discretion is unconstrained, leaving an affected person without legal recourse to contest state action. A prime example is the suspension of any right to contest an individual’s detention by the state, such as the executive’s suspension of the right of habeas corpus in a time of emergency. Akin to an astrological black hole that exerts a force so strong that not even light can escape it, the black hole in the law has engulfed the reality and the appearance of legality.

But perhaps a black hole that obviously swallows up the law is not the only bad outcome. Perhaps it is not even the worst outcome for individuals affected by the state. Despite the risk that a legal black hole can allow the state to operate without adequate constraints, some scholars have offered that there exists an even greater threat to rule of law: what David Dyzenhaus has termed a “grey hole” in the law. Such a grey hole is “a legal space in which there are some legal constraints on [government] action—it is not a lawless void—but the constraints are so insubstantial that they pretty well permit government to do as it pleases.” Dyzenhaus contends that a grey hole is “in effect worse” than a black hole because it is “in substance black,” yet it provides “the façade of legality.” In other words, by enacting procedures that create the appearance but not the reality of constraints on government action, a grey hole risks undermining the very fabric of our law.

Dyzenhaus’s understanding of legal grey holes arose in the context of national security legislation and the expansion of executive authority in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks. He emphasized a particular kind of grey hole arising from a detainee’s inability to use their procedural rights “effectively to contest the [state’s] case for [their] detention.” The risk was that legislation purporting to allow an individual to contest the conditions of their detention offered only a “thin veneer” of legality. Dyzenhaus worried that this “little bit of legality can be more lethal to the rule of law than none.”

---

TIME OF EMERGENCY 3 (2006) and Johan Steyen, Guantánamo Bay: The Legal Black Hole, 53 INT’L & COMPAR. L.Q. 1, 1 (2004)).

14 Dyzenhaus, supra note 9, at 268 (quoting Dyzenhaus, Schmitt v. Dicey, supra note 11, at 2006).
16 Id. at 2039.
17 Dyzenhaus, supra note 9, at 268–69 (quoting Dyzenhaus, Schmitt v. Dicey, supra note 11, at 2026).
19 Id. at 2026.
20 Id. at 2040.
21 Dyzenhaus, supra note 9, at 268; see also Shirin Sinnar, Rule of Law Tropes in National Security, 129 HARV. L. REV. 1566, 1617–18 (2016) (adopting Dyzenhaus’s black
This Essay takes up the argument that a façade of legality without effective redress is problematic from a rule of law perspective. Specifically, it offers that the concept of grey holes has traction beyond the acceptable scope of executive power in emergencies: it is a useful framework for thinking about risks posed by government deployment of algorithms in ordinary operations, too. By reframing concerns about black box algorithms as concerns about algorithmic grey holes that offer only the appearance of individual redress for state action, we can better understand the impact of the government’s use of algorithmic tools at both the individual and the societal level.

II. FROM BLACK BOXES TO GREY HOLES

This Part contends that thinking about algorithms as black boxes, without attention to the related but distinct issue of algorithmic grey holes, is a mistake. It focuses on criminal adjudication as an especially acute illustration of the potential harms.22

Because algorithmic tools must be integrated within existing criminal law institutions, their use in the judiciary touches on bedrock dynamics of criminal adjudication. Constitutional criminal procedure centers on how to craft rules that allocate inevitable error. The Blackstone principle that it is better to let ten guilty individuals go free, than to convict one innocent person, is at bottom a directive about how to account for mistakes.23 To implement

and grey holes schema and applying it to the idea of “rule of law tropes”). Others have since disputed the dangers posed by grey holes in other legal contexts. Adrian Vermeule, for instance, contends that administrative law is full of grey holes in which there are few real checks on executive action because judicial review “is more apparent than real” and concludes that these grey holes are unavoidable, endemic features of our legal system. Vermeule, supra note 12, at 1096 n.7 & 1096–98. The resolution of this dispute may turn on one’s baseline understanding of rule of law and underlying “attitude[] towards law” as a “theistic-like” or “scientific-like” system. Ben-Asher, supra note 12, at 2. This Essay reserves further study of how algorithms interact with underlying values in particular legal settings, such as the administrative state, for future work. Id.

22 This analysis addresses a stylized version of the criminal justice system, reserving practical questions such as how the proliferation of plea bargaining might change this understanding. See, e.g., Laura I. Appleman, A Tragedy of Errors: Blackstone, Procedural Asymmetry, and Criminal Justice, 128 Harv. L. Rev. F. 91, 92–93 (2015) (underscoring “plea bargaining’s triumph” and its interaction with the Blackstone principle).

23 See generally Daniel Epps, The Consequences of Error in Criminal Justice, 128 Harv. L. Rev. 1065, 1072–73 (2015) (identifying the Blackstone principle as a “moral principle about the distribution of errors: we are obliged to design the rules of the criminal justice system to reduce the risk of false convictions—even at the expense of … [overall
this vision of justice, the American criminal justice system relies on rules that are known in advance and consistently applied to all individuals to determine guilt or innocence. These rules guarantee certain individual rights throughout the trial and appeals process, and they generally assume that procedural due process mechanisms amply check errors and substantiate those rights. These procedural rules of the road not only control the adjudicative process, but also affect how individuals understand and respond to the legal system and perceive state actors’ use of force as legitimate (or not). As Tom Tyler’s work on procedural justice emphasizes, “people’s reactions to legal authorities,” including both courts and government officials such as the police, “are based to a striking degree on their assessments of the fairness of the processes by which legal authorities make decisions,” as well as how those authorities “treat members of the public.”

When it comes to algorithmic accountability, though, it’s not self-evident that procedural rules can afford the same rights, correct for the risk of error, and preserve the legitimacy of the system in quite the same way. Consider a 2016 case, State v. Loomis. In Loomis, a criminal defendant mounted a due process challenge to a trial court’s use of a proprietary risk assessment tool. The trial court had used the tool to assess the defendant’s risk of
recidivism, and this risk assessment then entered the trial court’s sentencing calculations.\(^{29}\) On appeal, the Wisconsin Supreme Court found no constitutional problem with the use of the tool because the trial court’s decision-making did not rely exclusively on the risk assessment instrument.\(^ {30}\) The *Loomis* Court focused on how the tool’s actuarial prediction was only one source of information available to the trial court; emphasized that the court had discretion to discount or disregard the risk assessment; and stipulated certain further procedures and best practices for how this sort of information should be presented to a trial judge and how the trial judge should explain their ultimate decision.\(^ {31}\) These specific procedural requirements, coupled with generally applicable procedural due process principles, constrain what judicial and executive actors can do and thus place some limit on the bounds of state action. There is no “lawless void” in the legal system here.\(^ {32}\)

And yet this emphasis on procedural interventions fails to reckon with the broader rule of law stakes. In *Loomis*, the prescribed processes that constrain how and when the trial court can use an algorithmic tool in its sentencing determinations give the appearance of legality. Individuals can point to the law and attempt to mount a challenge. Like a detainee confronting secret state law, however, the letter of the law does not help them. There is no legal remedy to press in service of their case. There is, in short, an algorithmic grey hole.

Transparency might initially seem like the solution. The opacity of the tool is indeed troubling, for reasons well-canvased in prior scholarship: it neither gives the defendant the ability to inspect the proprietary tool (or the individualized data used to render the decision), nor explains the inner workings of the tool itself.\(^ {33}\) It’s hard to contest something that you can’t see. The opacity thus becomes a problem insofar as it affects the substance of the arguments that the defendant can make and impedes their ability to obtain

\(^{29}\) *Id.* at 753.

\(^{30}\) *Id.* at 765–67.


\(^{33}\) For critiques of trade secrecy claims in the context of criminal justice technologies, see, for example, Ram, *supra* note 2; Wexler, *supra* note 2.
meaningful review of potential algorithmic errors.\textsuperscript{34}

A variation of this transparency problem emerges for judges, too. The \textit{Loomis} Court’s conclusion that it’s acceptable for the trial court to use a risk assessment algorithm, so long as that trial court doesn’t rely exclusively upon it, misses the point. Judges cannot make rational, informed choices about how to weigh the tool’s input if they do not evaluate how the tool operates and then calibrate their own decision-making protocol accordingly.\textsuperscript{35} And they cannot do so without, at a minimum, more data about the way that the tool operates.

These issues are natural extensions of the “black box” critique. Transparency matters in a situation like \textit{Loomis} because it is instrumental to redress and review. It can empower actors in a position to respond to the tool’s actual operation to access information that might inform their response.\textsuperscript{36} In a state of opacity, only the creators of the tool have access to this necessary information. There is an informational asymmetry. Transparency can help to level it out. Transparency may thus be a necessary instrumental step to make procedures more effective.\textsuperscript{37}

Transparency is not sufficient, however. And it can be dangerous, insofar as urging transparency as a cure-all diverts attention from the deeper issues.

\textsuperscript{34} There is room to debate what is good enough and to contest what makes a remedial process “meaningful,” whether that threshold is determined by cost-benefit analysis such as the \textit{Mathews v. Eldridge} due process framework, or by another metric. Still, there must be some floor below which review cannot be said to be “meaningful.” And common sense suggests that a degree of opacity that prevents a defendant from raising specific challenges under the controlling procedures falls below that floor. Thank you to Orin Kerr for pressing me on this point.

\textsuperscript{35} \textit{See} Recent Case: \textit{State v. Loomis}, \textit{supra} note 31, at 1534 (warning that it is not enough to “encourag[e] judicial skepticism of the value of risk assessments . . .” because that step “alone does little to tell judges how much to discount these assessments”); \textit{see also} Katherine J. Strandburg, \textit{Adjudicating with Inscrutable Decision Rules}, in MACHINES WE TRUST: PERSPECTIVES ON DEPENDABLE AI 61, 63, 81–83 (Marcello Pelillo & Teresa Scantamburlo eds., 2021) (examining impact of “inscrutable automated decision tools” on “explanatory flows to and from adjudicators”).

\textsuperscript{36} As Margot Kaminski and Jennifer Urban argue, procedural mechanisms such as an individual right to contest AI decision-making can “ameliorate individual harms and give life to broader rule of law values.” Kaminski & Urban, \textit{supra} note 4, at 2003.

The underlying challenge is a structural and practical one: whether there are consistent legal rules that constrain state action, and which provide individuals with the opportunity to contest the state’s use of algorithms, particularly for punitive measures. The existence, or lack, of these rules will inform individuals’ perceptions that the system itself is just.

This dynamic matters not only for the affected individual, but also at the societal level. For one, focusing on a remedy in a single case is an unsatisfying resolution in the face of questions such as whether the algorithmic tool’s validation protocol is problematic across the board. Because they are developed to be applied across many cases, algorithmic tools tend to involve these sorts of system-wide questions. For another, it’s hard to have confidence in a system of laws when the letter of the law does not facilitate review of errors. Just as Dyzenhaus worried that an outcome in which the procedures available to detainees did not allow them to obtain effective review of their conditions of detention, so too is there cause for concern when the procedures available to defendants do not allow them to obtain effective review of their sentencing determinations. Courts risk constructing a façade of legality when they prop up procedures that seem effective, without doing much at all.

In addition to these direct consequences, algorithmic grey holes are likely to lead to broader regulatory dysfunction. Recall that a grey hole requires some amount of procedural redress; otherwise, it would be a black hole. In the abstract, these procedures provide some minimal appearance of legality. They seem to provide actual relief. But the available forms of redress function poorly from the standpoint of individuals affected by the system. This gap

---

38 This focus on a more foundational question, related to yet distinct from the issue of transparency itself, is similar in spirit to Ryan Calo and Danielle Citron’s shift away from the “project of restoring rights and values displaced by technology,” and towards the more systemic question of whether a government actor’s embrace of a technology is in tension with the underlying justification for the government actor’s conduct. Ryan Calo & Danielle Keats Citron, The Automated Administrative State: A Crisis of Legitimacy, 70 EMORY L.J. 797, 803 (2021). Rather than focus on federal agencies and administrative legitimacy, as Calo and Citron do, the present piece foregrounds state and local agencies and rule of law values.

39 See supra notes 24-25 and accompanying text.

between the promise and the reality of redress creates only the appearance of constraints on state action: a grey hole.

Picture a policymaker who has, for whatever reason, failed to recognize the existence of such a grey hole. This oversight need not be malicious; it could arise because the policymaker focused on the overall operation of the system, and not on the lived reality of individuals seeking redress. The risk is that such a legislator reflexively forges familiar procedural safeguards, such as disclosure requirements, that in fact create only the appearance of legality. As Julie Cohen has emphasized in the context of information privacy legislation, human beings tend to craft legislation that reflects the known universe of pre-existing challenges. Here, such a result would fail to engage with the existence of grey holes and how they affect subjects of punitive government actions. It would also divert regulatory attention away from more effective interventions.

To avoid these consequences, what should a court or regulator confronting a situation like *Loomis* do instead? There is no easy answer, particularly insofar as the issues that come up in the context of algorithms were present before, too. For instance, well before the Wisconsin trial court used a proprietary risk assessment tool to inform sentencing, other forms of risk assessment entered judges’ calculations. It is not possible to open the black box of a judge’s brain and understand exactly how their own lived experiences inform their weighting of various risks. The sentencing enterprise has long been about predictions of future risk, whether that assessment is made by clinical judgements, non-automated actuarial judgements, or more advanced forms of artificial intelligence. As former

---

41 An observer could also willfully ignore this gap or seek to exploit it. In the national security context, for example, a hawkish legislator might find the façade of legality attractive if it permits the extension of surveillance or detention activities without generating judicial pushback or public outcry. See Dyzenhaus, *Schmitt v. Dicey*, supra note 11, at 2039 (suggesting that proposed legislation concerning detention at Guantanamo Bay “is such a thin veneer of legality that the grey hole sanctioned by the plurality [of the Supreme Court] in Hamdi will shade into blackness”); Sinnar, *supra* note 21, at 1618 (suggesting that rules announced by the Executive, “evoking familiar concepts from constitutional or international law, may offer false comfort in the Executive’s ability to protect liberty and to police itself — hindering accountability”). This Essay gives would-be policymakers the benefit of the doubt and focuses on the potential for negative regulatory consequences from even well-intentioned actors.


43 See Alicia Solow-Niederman, YooJung Choi, & Guy Van den Broeck, *The Institutional Life of Algorithmic Risk Assessment*, 34 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 705, 710–18
district court judge Katherine Forrest explains, a judge may “fe[el] obligated by the existing legal requirements to base [their] sentences in part on . . . [their] personal assessment of the individual’s . . . likelihood of recidivating, and the extent to which any recidivism would harm the community or those around [the individual],” yet lack any way to measure the accuracy of their predictions.\(^{44}\) Put sharply, a human being’s “algorithm” for making a decision about a defendant is not transparent. It is therefore tempting to conclude that a technological algorithm should be no different: both situations involve opacity, and we can trust in criminal law’s tried and true procedures and norms to control for the risk of errors as best as we can.

But there are several key distinctions between algorithmic systems and judges. One is subjective: we sense that an algorithmic instrument could be amenable to more transparency. Algorithms introduce the tantalizing prospect that we can get at the data and processes and check them, in a way that we cannot with a person. That urge may be even more pressing where the tools are created by private firms with profit motives. Another is objective: we have evidence that algorithmic instruments are not accurate, and that they display certain forms of statistical unfairness, such as higher false positive error rates for Black defendants and higher false negative rates for white defendants.\(^{45}\) We are thus on alert that there are opportunities both to improve the administration of criminal justice and to avoid known harms.

Because algorithms interact with human beings as part of a complex

---


\(^{45}\) ProPublica published a much-disseminated piece exposing this disparate error rate in a tool known as COMPAS and called the tool unfair based on error rate bias. Julia Angwin, Jeff Larson, Surya Mattu & Lauren Kirchner, *Machine Bias*, PROPUBLICA (May 23, 2016), https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing [https://perma.cc/KY8C-YK5S]. However, other researchers have disputed this conclusion, asserting that the tool is in fact fair because it exhibits predictive parity, meaning that an equal number of Black and white defendants are predicted to be “high risk” at a given quantitative level of predicted risk. See Sam Corbett-Davies, Emma Pierson, Avi Feller & Sharad Goel, *A computer program used for bail and sentencing decisions was labeled biased against blacks. It’s actually not that clear.*, WASH. POST (Oct. 17, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/10/17/can-an-algorithm-be-racist-our-analysis-is-more-cautious-than-proppublicas/ [https://perma.cc/8FYA-SZP8]. For further discussion of the COMPAS controversy, see Sandra G. Maysen, *Bias In, Bias Out*, 138 YALE L.J. 2218, 2238 (2019), and Laurel Eckhouse, Kristian Lum, Cynthia Conti-Cook & Julie Ciccolini, *Layers of Bias: A Unified Approach for Understanding Problems with Risk Assessment*, 46 CRIM. JUST. & BEHAV. 185, 190–92 (2019).
social and technical system, there could be alternate interventions that might provide more, or different, forms of judicial review. To move in this direction, a court might insist on even more robust forms of public justification in the context of a given case, or the legislature might require certain forms of public justification in cases that involve the use of algorithms.\footnote{See Megan Stevenson, Assessing Risk Assessment in Action, 103 MINN. L. REV. 303, 373–74 (2018) (suggesting, in the pretrial context, that policymakers seeking to accomplish certain policy outcomes—such as lowering the jail population—may need to “establish[] clear guidelines for when [judicial] deviation is or is not allowed, [or] make deviation costly for the judge in some way (e.g. requiring a detailed written explanation of the reasons for deviation”).)} For example, a specific court might require different forms of explanation from the parties to assess how a tool is operating and make an informed judgment.\footnote{See Ashley Deeks, The Judicial Demand for Explainable Artificial Intelligence, 119 COLUM. L. REV. 1829, 1831, 1838–42 (2019) (identifying areas in which “judges are likely to play a critical role in fleshing out whether [explainable AI] is required and, if so, what forms it should take”).} Or a legislative body might specify across the board that certain kinds of particularly inscrutable algorithmic decision-making, like so-called “neural net” machine learning, are off the table in high-stakes arenas such as criminal justice. Now, we may be holding the algorithm to a super-human standard if we insist on different standards or procedural requirements for algorithmic decision-making. People can be biased, and the systems we have are far from perfect. But there is an underappreciated cost to the status quo, too: when these alternate procedures are not taken, the existing ones can generate an aura of legality, without affording meaningful review or redress, and give rise to algorithmic grey holes.

***

Such a threat to rule of law is not limited to sentencing, nor does it appear only in the context of criminal justice adjudication or in narrow windows that demand urgent state action. It is omnipresent. Algorithmic grey holes clash with thick rule of law expectations whenever added procedures endow available processes with the aura of legality, yet do not empower affected individuals to challenge the state’s use of force against them. This result corrodes the legitimacy of the government’s exercise of authority. Moreover, the use of algorithms is not limited to an emergency; to the contrary, the state’s use of a tool like the Loomis risk assessment instrument emerges as an everyday development to improve ordinary criminal justice operations.\footnote{See, e.g., Solow-Niederman, supra note 4, at 710–14 (discussing history of actuarial tools). This apparentordinariness does not diminish the rule of law stakes; to the contrary, “the debate about the rule of law is a theoretical and normative one and as much about what is appropriate during ordinary or normal times” as it is one about emergencies. Dyzenhaus,
This omnipresence makes it even more important to recognize where grey holes exist. That’s essential not only to avoid direct harms to individuals or to the rule of law, but also because a lack of adequate checks on the deployment of algorithms can undermine the case for potentially helpful applications of emerging technologies.

III. ALGORITHMIC GREY HOLES BEYOND CRIMINAL ADJUDICATION

This Part exposes algorithmic grey holes as a widespread phenomenon that reaches law enforcement targeting decisions as well as civil settings, such as the distribution of welfare benefits, and contends that this phenomenon implicates not only individual rights, but also structural concerns.

A. Before Adjudication: Algorithmic Enforcement

*Loomis* involved the unique setting of a criminal trial, yet the questions it raises are not unique. Algorithmic grey holes pose equally difficult challenges in earlier stages of law enforcement, too. Before a defendant arrives in court, there are multiple antecedent points when law officers make “street-level” decisions about how to interpret policy and enforce the law on the ground.49 When technological instruments enter these decision points and themselves mediate officers’ exercise of discretion, the governance of these tools and their applications becomes even more fraught because there is a risk of creating algorithmic grey holes.

One especially salient moment occurs at the entry point to the criminal justice system: when a law officer exercises their enforcement discretion and determines that a particular individual has committed a criminal offense. To see how algorithms might affect this process, consider a facial recognition tool that is sold to a state or local law enforcement agency by a private

---

The matches made by such tools are known to be much less accurate for people of color. Indeed, the racial disparities of these tools are now sufficiently well-recognized that many activists and scholars call for them to be banned, and big tech firms like Microsoft and Amazon have enacted moratoria on the sales of their own facial recognition tools to law enforcement. But they remain available to government actors, and they are not universally critiqued; in fact, facial recognition tools were used by both law enforcement and private citizens to identify perpetrators of the January 6, 2021 riot at the U.S. Capitol. Descriptively, these tools thus represent a technological mechanism that a law officer can use to bridge the gap between a high-level policy goal (prevent crime and detain those who commit offenses) and a specific, street-level enforcement choice (detain a particular individual on the grounds that they have committed a particular offense).

The ongoing use of these tools makes it essential to face their human impact, and to acknowledge what current procedural constraints do and do not accomplish. The first-order effects are at the level of the individual. When a Black man is improperly identified and arrested based on a facial recognition match, what is the relief available to him? The case of Robert

---


52 See Jay Greene, Microsoft won’t sell police its facial-recognition technology, following similar moves by Amazon and IBM, WASH. POST (June 11, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/06/11/microsoft-facial-recognition/ [https://perma.cc/F37Y-8MMT].

Williams, a Black resident of Detroit who was falsely identified and wrongfully arrested as a shoplifting subject, illustrates the current system’s deficiencies.\textsuperscript{54} Mr. Williams was identified based on the application of facial recognition technology to security video at a store, even though the security officer who provided the video was not physically present at the time that the shoplifting occurred and no one who was at the scene was shown the photo line-up.\textsuperscript{55} This method of identification, without an in-person witness, contravened established rules. As such, the case against Mr. Williams was dismissed at his probable cause conference—but he spent time in jail, and he and his family were subjected to the traumatic experience of his false identification and subsequent arrest and detention. He has brought a civil suit against local police in response, as have others who were similarly falsely identified by police relying on facial recognition.\textsuperscript{56} He seeks not only damages, but also policy changes within the police department.\textsuperscript{57}

This push for policy changes reaches the heart of the issue: in addition to problematic individual applications of the tool, the tool is embedded in existing practices in ways that may subvert accountability by creating a bare appearance of legality.\textsuperscript{58} This rule of law threat is a structural problem that goes beyond the directly affected individual. In Mr. Williams’ case, the policing procedures that were in place appeared to constrain official conduct, and thus appeared to sustain the legality of the system. But these procedures did not in fact constrain officials’ conduct when it came to the application of algorithmic force. Law enforcement officers instead manipulated existing policies and used the technology to route around the analog protections that should have controlled their investigative process. And they were able to do

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{54} See Harwell, supra note 50 (discussing the arrest of Robert Williams).
\item \textsuperscript{56} Complaint & Demand for Jury Trial, Williams v. Detroit, No. 2:21-cv-10827 (E.D. Mich. Apr. 13, 2021); see also Harwell, supra note 50 (discussing Mr. Williams’s civil lawsuits).
\item \textsuperscript{57} Complaint & Demand for Jury Trial, supra note 56; Harwell, supra note 50.
\item \textsuperscript{58} Ari Ezra Waldman has offered a trenchant critique of similarly “performative” accountability in privacy law, drawing on Lauren Edelman’s work on “legal endogeneity” and performative compliance in the employment context. See Waldman, supra note 4, at 628–29 (describing Edelman’s theory of “mobilization of symbolic structures”). See generally Ari Ezra Waldman, Privacy Law’s False Promise, 97 WASH. U. L. REV. 773 (2020) (arguing that privacy law incentivizes merely symbolic compliance). Rather than focus on corporate compliance and how courts perceive private compliance mechanisms in the privacy or employment context, this Essay emphasizes the public law stakes and threat to rule of law values when algorithmic procedures merely appear law-like.
\end{itemize}
so while still benefiting from the aura of legality created by the bare existence of controlling procedures.

The rules on the books neither grapple with, nor provide a direct path to redress, the broader harms that this kind of violation can cause. Instead, a defendant like Mr. Williams must use a civil lawsuit as a vehicle to push for reform of the entire system, as a policy matter. Unless an affected individual challenges the way in which the procedures themselves endow the use of the tool with the appearance of legality, there is no lasting relief. Furthermore, absent such a lawsuit, it is unlikely that would-be policymakers will even become aware of the problems. As Clare Garvie, an expert who has researched and critiqued law enforcement use of facial recognition, explains, “there’s the burden of somebody after the fact, who’s already been injured by a misidentification, to inform the public of what happened to them.”59 Meanwhile, the procedures evoke the “barest forms of rule by law,” and thereby “seem to evoke the idea that the rule is legitimate because it is in accordance with the law, that is, the rule of law.”60 But in reality, there is an algorithmic grey hole.

Society pays the price. For affected individuals, there is an uphill battle to vindicate rights in the face of government officials’ use of the technology, while government officials continue to take advantage of the appearance of legality generated by existing legal rules. Moreover, the net effect is not limited to those who are directly affected. Each of us may be continually subject to review by algorithms that operate without effective checks, at risk of stumbling into an algorithmic grey hole if we become the object of an investigation. Even if we are never swept up in a criminal investigation, this dynamic generates mistrust in government action in ways that undermine government legitimacy and corrode a thick conception of rule of law.

Nor are these dynamics limited to a criminal investigation determination, per se. That example is an especially acute representation of the issues, yet any algorithm that prioritizes individuals and singles them out as an object of government attention, without guaranteeing that the procedures available to them can lead to meaningful relief, risks creating an algorithmic grey hole. This risk extends to a phenomenon that is seemingly as banal as an airport search. Others have written at length about the prospect of government overreach in the wake of 9/11; notably, Shirin Sinnar has suggested that national security agents take advantage of “rule of law tropes” to expand

59 Harwell, supra note 50.
60 Dyzenhaus, Schmitt v. Dicey, supra note 11, at 209; see also Ben-Asher, supra note 12, at 13–14 (discussing Dyzenhaus).
surveillance capacity without meaningful accountability. The same concerns apply with renewed force in the algorithmic context, which adds layers of opacity and technological complexity. Imagine an algorithm that tells a TSA officer a risk score for a passenger and then empowers the officer to use that score to determine whether the person warrants enhanced surveillance. If an individual cannot meaningfully contest the algorithm that identifies them for enhanced surveillance, then the procedures that are in place risk legitimizing a process that, at bottom, lacks much if any substantive content—an algorithmic grey hole.

B. Beyond Criminal Justice: Civil Applications

Algorithmic grey holes, moreover, are not limited to the criminal justice context. The criminal justice system is a pressing example, given its high-stakes decisions that affect life and liberty. Criminal adjudication, where judges must inevitably fill in the gaps left by open-ended standards, is the domain where grey holes emerge in starkest relief. In criminal adjudication, there is an especially acute, direct relationship between procedures that endow a process with apparent legality and the question of whether an affected person can use those procedures to obtain relief. But it is not entirely unique: as we have seen, similar dynamics arise with law enforcement choices made before cases arrive in court. And in civil domains, government officials use algorithmic tools to prioritize who should be subjected to particular burdens, who should receive particular benefits, or how to distribute limited state resources. Analyzing patterns across both criminal and civil law can help us to understand how algorithmic tools are mediating the relationship between the government and the governed.

61 See generally Sinnar, supra note 21, at 1569–81 (identifying “rule of law tropes” in executive national security lawmaking that “leave the public misinformed about the extent to which internal rules constrain power and protect rights”).


63 This Essay focuses exclusively on public actors, where the rule of law connection is most explicit. But the phenomena identified here may sweep beyond state action. Technological platforms, such as social media sites, craft and implement their own procedural rules that apply to their users. There is at least a family resemblance between algorithmic grey holes generated by the government and those generated by private actors, insofar as available procedures leave users feeling that they do not have meaningful redress.
As in the criminal justice system, the precise nature of an algorithmic grey hole in the civil sector varies depending on the type of work that the algorithm is used to do and how the instrument relates to human decision-making processes and constraints. At one extreme lie entirely automated algorithmic systems. Although such algorithms have not yet entered criminal justice in the United States, their deployment in at least some civil society settings suggests that the institutional configuration of such tools must account for the potential rule of law costs.

One frequently-criticized system, Michigan’s welfare fraud detection algorithm, is an illustrative example. For nearly two years, Michigan deployed the Michigan Integrated Data Automated System, or “MiDAS” for short, to automate its review of potential unemployment insurance fraud. The system had a broad scope and included retroactive review of nearly six years of records. Michigan’s process relied on the tool to identify alleged fraud in the face of punitive platform decisions. For instance, Meta (formerly Facebook) publishes meeting minutes for its Product Policy Forum convenings, see Product Policy Forum Minutes, META (Nov. 15, 2018), https://about.fb.com/news/2018/11/content-standards-forum-minutes/ [https://perma.cc/Q926-EK22], reports removal decisions in quarterly transparency reports, see, e.g., Community Standards Enforcement Report, META, https://transparency.fb.com/data/community-standards-enforcement/ [https://perma.cc/GCK8-VFGH] (last visited Jan. 7, 2022), and operates an Oversight Board that permits users to appeal content decisions, see OVERSIGHT BOARD, https://oversightboard.com [https://perma.cc/8N5W-8XY6] (last visited Jan. 7, 2022). If these procedural measures do not empower affected users to seek meaningful redress for decisions that affect their conduct on the platform, and if one believes that these platforms are governance actors on a par with state actors, then the extension of algorithmic grey holes to this context feels quite natural. For scholarship applying a governance lens in the context of private platforms, see, for example, Kate Klonick, The New Governors: The People, Rules, and Processes Governing Online Speech, 131 HARV. L. REV. 1598 (2018) (positioning platforms as “new governors”); Rory Van Loo, The Corporation as Courthouse, 33 YALE J. ON REG. 547 (2016) (assessing private adjudicatory mechanisms within firms). The rule of law connection, however, may be less forceful in the platform context if one does not find it appropriate to analogize platforms to states. See generally, e.g., Morgan Weiland, Beyond Platforms: The Laws, Ideology, and Political Economy That Broke the Public Sphere, and Why Recuperating Listeners’ Rights Can Fix It 4 (Feb. 3, 2022) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author). This Essay reserves treatment of private action and algorithmic grey holes, particularly in the content moderation context, for another day.

and then immediately demanded repayment plus interest and substantial penalties from individuals whose claims were deemed fraudulent. There was no human intervention in this process, which identified thousands of workers’ claims as fraudulent and collected over $57 million in penalties for the state. But MiDAS was deeply flawed, operating with a 93% error rate. Because both the fraud determination and the resulting penalties were applied automatically, it left affected individuals struggling to reconstitute their livelihoods as they attempted to appeal the automated decision.

The concept of algorithmic grey holes highlights how the MiDAS system was so pernicious, above and beyond its inaccuracy and human toll. On the surface, there were procedures that endowed the system with the aura of legality: claimants were permitted to respond to an eight-question survey within ten days. In reality, there was the bare appearance of redress procedures, without the availability of effective review. For instance, having been “flagged” for fraud, “MiDAS did not inform the claimant about the basis for the Agency’s suspicion or provide the claimant with any information to allow [them] to rebut the fraud charge.” MiDAS also further limited how claimants could pursue review because it “did not allow for a fact-based adjudication or give the claimant the opportunity to present evidence to prove that [they] did not engage in disqualifying conduct.” As Aziz Huq explains, the inscrutability of the MiDAS enforcement process made it difficult to challenge, causing the “automati[on of] enforcement discretion [to] squeeze[] out the possibility of oversight by adjudication.”

---
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who might have pursued adjudication were unaware of the fraud determination until after their window to appeal to a court had passed—after they had already paid a steep price.\textsuperscript{74}

These cumulative barriers amount to an algorithmic grey hole. This grey hole embedded an automated tool within the welfare system and left individuals unable to obtain review of the algorithmic determinations, short of a challenge to the entire system. It fell on individual MiDAS claimants to manage to successfully file claims before administrative law judges and thereby draw attention to the flaws that affected how the government exercised its authority across the board. And only policy changes, such as eliminating the state’s reliance on automated decisions without human review, eventually altered the situation by correcting the overt algorithmic errors and forcing the government to stop relying on an automated detection and punishment process.\textsuperscript{75} When so many individuals are harmed without effective review, it fosters a situation in which those on the receiving end of state force are unlikely to perceive the relationship between the government and the governed as legitimate. This outcome is obviously bad for individuals. Additionally, it is bad for society if it becomes harder to craft institutional processes that permit government to use algorithmic tools in more nuanced and productive ways.

The size and scope of this example suggests, moreover, that some algorithmic grey holes may be addressed only if the problem becomes egregious enough that there is a substantial class of affected persons. This implication raises thorny questions about subtler forms of harm in situations where it may not be quite so obvious whether an algorithm is hurting or helping affected populations. For instance, the Allegheny Family Screening Tool (AFST) that Pennsylvania developed to screen child welfare calls containing allegations of mistreatment has been both touted for improving the system-wide accuracy of predictions and critiqued for unfairly targeting poorer individuals and thereby perpetuating socioeconomic inequities.\textsuperscript{76}

\textsuperscript{74} See SAS Analytics, 912 F.3d at 894 (documenting how claimants who attempted to appeal were told that they could not appeal, even if those claimants never received notice).

\textsuperscript{75} The agency eventually put a human “in the loop” by relying on human verification before making a final fraud determination with MiDAS. See Egan, supra note 65 (“The agency continues to use MiDAS, but with human verification required for fraud determinations.”).  

\textsuperscript{76} Compare, e.g., Frequently-Asked Questions, ALLEGHENY COUNTY DEPT. HUMAN SERVICES 11 (Apr. 2019) https://www.alleghenycountyanalytics.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/FAQs-from-16-ACDHS-26_PredictiveRisk_Package_050119_FINAL-8.pdf [https://perma.cc/CWF6-6K8R] (“Compared to the existing system, the AFST is expected to increase accuracy and
the context of a tool like the AFST, how do affected persons perceive their available means of redress, and how do legal processes endow the deployment of the algorithm with a sense of legality? This under-examined challenge will only grow in importance as algorithms proliferate across government domains as far-ranging as welfare determinations; other civil enforcement settings like immigration or financial regulation; hiring decisions; and beyond.

CONCLUSION

Algorithmic proliferation can be for the good: data analysis can permit the state to escape the limitations and biases of human cognition, model previously unseen patterns, and unlock more efficient uses of limited government resources. But those positive outcomes are possible only if the human beings who are most affected by a tool perceive that tool’s use as legitimate. Assessing whether that is the case requires moving beyond questions about whether an algorithm is a black box, and instead confronting the risk that an algorithm will be embedded in a system in ways that seem to permit review of its methods and seem to be controlled by legal standards—yet leave individuals in an algorithmic grey hole. This reality suggests that decisions about whether to adopt an algorithm in the first instance should receive more weight. Even when an algorithmic turn seems to do little more than update an analog process, as in the case of sentencing, it displaces some amount of human decision-making. And in so doing, it changes the nature of the relationship between the government and the people who are affected by government decisions.

When the state endorses the displacement of human discretion by adopting a tool, particularly in high-stakes settings such as criminal justice, it risks generating algorithmic grey holes. Policymakers should take care that they do not pay for the promise of innovation and positive outcomes in the form of diminished legitimacy with affected human beings. That question goes to the heart of what rule of law demands. In the algorithmic context, it may require thinking about which groups warrant input in design and deployment choices, and how to account for the voices of affected consistency of decision-making, which means wrongful stigma is expected to be reduced.

populations. The questions of whether, and under what conditions, algorithmic deployments warrant local control, and what exactly individuals should be able to contest to preserve government legitimacy, are ripe for further research. So too, may it require some additional process, particularly in the form of procedures that help to increase systemic accountability, such as algorithmic audits. The potential use of these tools as systemic accountability measures, above and beyond mechanisms for individual redress, makes it critical to think hard about the standards that should apply to algorithmic auditing processes. Otherwise, such procedures may amount to little more than ethics-washing. To make progress with algorithmic tools, government actors must recognize that adopting an algorithm is a policy choice, and not an inevitable conclusion.

78 Margot Kaminski has suggested that algorithmic governance may require both systemic accountability mechanisms and protection of individual rights. See Kaminski, supra note 2. Scholars such as Andrew Selbst have suggested that algorithmic impact assessments might help to produce better algorithmic accountability, notwithstanding the practical challenges of industry self-governance. See Andrew D. Selbst, An Institutional View of Algorithmic Impact Assessments, 35 Harv. J. L. & Tech. 78 (2021). But see Waldman, Privacy Law’s False Promise, supra note 58, at 773 (cautioning that privacy law is suffering from its reliance on industry-driven compliance measures, like audits, that are “standing in for real privacy protections”).